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The backdrop of naval rivalry as a precursor
to the First World War is a story that has been re‐
lated often, but invariably the story speaks to the
Anglo-German contest centered on the North Sea
and revolving around the competition in capital
ships. Rather less has been written of the Mediter‐
ranean theater and of the competing naval poli‐
cies of Britain, France, Italy, and Austria-Hungary.
This  imbalance is  the focus  of  Jon K.  Hendrick‐
son's  Crisis  in  the  Mediterranean,  which  traces
the  ebb  and  flow  of  rivalry,  construction,  and
planning in the decade before the onset  of  war
among the naval powers of the Middle Sea. 

The drama is anchored in the diplomatic ma‐
neuvering of the parties concerned who aimed to
maximize their security interests while also pur‐
suing policies, such as territorial acquisition, that
would only work to the perceived disadvantage of
others. The book highlights that matters of pres‐
tige and economic development—imperialism by
its  current  formulation—exerted no small  influ‐
ence  in  the  events  leading  to  war.  Navies  and
naval rivalry played their part, but only on the pe‐

riphery for the security interests of all concerned
were  always  more  focused  on  the  military  bal‐
ance of power than on the naval. 

This was true for all except Great Britain, that
is. Being an island nation and an industrial stal‐
wart, but having an insufficient agricultural base
while holding the greatest empire secured by the
Royal Navy, Britain had a maritime problem that
was ever present. Yet the maritime problem did
not stand in isolation; trade, finance, and geogra‐
phy were critical underpinnings to the strength of
Britain and, in turn, its navy. Tthe lack of British
heavy  ships  in  the  Mediterranean  was  not  the
weakness  Hendrickson  believes  for  holding
Gibraltar,  Malta,  and  Cyprus,  while  occupying
Egypt, the Sudan, and the Horn of Africa made the
naval strength of others as if gossamer. In war, no
less than in the law, possession is nine-tenths of
the equation. Still, Great Britain could not be com‐
placent with Germany, already the premier conti‐
nental military power, threatening to do as much



again  in  the  naval  sphere  in  the  waters  of  the
North Sea. 

The British response was to double down on
maintaining  the  primacy  of  the  Royal  Navy  in
home waters through a combination of new con‐
struction  of  the  most  advanced  battleships  and
deft  diplomacy  as  recounted  by  the  author.  Yet
some held that the rebalancing of fleets between
home and distant stations exposed British inter‐
ests to undue risks. This was the view of the For‐
eign Office and it  was shared by the War Office
too, for it spelled a greater commitment of mili‐
tary  forces  to  isolated  garrisons,  such  as  Malta
and Cyprus, until the navy could offer relief at a
moment of crisis. 

A treaty with Japan and reconciliation with
Russia minimized the problems in Asia while rap‐
prochement with France allowed much the same
in  the  Mediterranean.  In  the  background  stood
the fear of invasion—a perennial issue in British
strategic debate—and the parallel clamor by Lord
Roberts for conscription, and the raising of a large
standing  army  was  another  means to  meet  the
threat (something the author fails to discuss). The
Committee of Imperial Defence elected not to pur‐
sue that option proving that building battleships
was  more  palatable  than  conscripting  con‐
stituents. The irony is that in accepting the strate‐
gy of the War Office, Britain would require con‐
scription. In the end, the rivalry posited by Hen‐
drickson was between nations, not navies; it is in‐
sufficient  to  consider  their  collective  responses
only along such lines. 

The author might have considered in greater
detail the events during the Turco-Italian War of
1911-12, which presaged controversies arising in
the world war, including contraband control, bel‐
ligerent rights, and the viability of opposed land‐
ings. Again, since aircraft and airships were to ex‐
ert major influences in the near future, Hendrick‐
son might have extended his analysis of relative
fleet strengths to include the place and status of
each in the principals surveyed during the prewar

period. Unfortunately, the analysis that is accom‐
plished never  advances  beyond a  calculation of
basic  fighting value for  the classes  of  ships  dis‐
cussed.  The  presumed  tactics  of  the  respective
Mediterranean fleets are never discussed. This is
unfortunate for this was a period rich in tactical
theory and discourse, but the reader is left no wis‐
er. 

The real  crisis  in  the Mediterranean littoral
was the nationalism of aspirant peoples. In Italy,
this led to unification and expansion with that ex‐
pansion soon directed at  the expense of  the Ot‐
toman Empire and the Dual Monarchy. The make‐
up of greater Turkey and Austria-Hungary, based
on  multiethnic  populations,  went  against  the
grain of this emerging nationalism. Unrest and de‐
cline in both became endemic and the geographic
proximity of others made the issues arising more
than local  concerns.  This  story is  largely absent
and so too are the reasons why Italy initially opt‐
ed for neutrality when war arose in 1914. Clearly,
naval  competitions  and  rivalries  operated  in  a
broader context.  Still,  naval  competition and ri‐
valry had their part to play. Building its fleet to
face,  at  differing times,  threats posed by France
and Austria,  Italy used it  with effect against the
Ottomans. There was irony in this too. 

Hendrickson would have been better served
to consider at length more recent scholarship on
the dreadnought revolution and the place of eco‐
nomic warfare in British admiralty planning. The
late Arthur Marder remains a very creditable his‐
torian, but our knowledge has advanced substan‐
tially from the picture painted fifty plus years ago.
[1] Thus, Crisis in the Mediterranean offers an in‐
troduction to the naval competition of the second
tier maritime powers in the pre-1914 period, but
the view taken remains narrow. Based on archival
research and secondary academic literature,  the
work offers a succinct summary of Mediterranean
naval affairs on the cusp of the First World War.
Those desiring to know something of the period
and its problems will benefit from its reading, but
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those  already  grounded  in  the  period  and  its
problems will  wish that  a  broader tapestry had
been presented. 

Note 

[1]. Arthur J. Marder, From the Dreadnought
to Scapa Flow, 5 vols. (London: Oxford University
Press, 1961-70). 
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